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Lecture 13
8.1.2 Matrices on graphs

Without loss of generality we can assume that V = {1, . . . , n}. Also, from
here forward, we will denote edges by (i, j) rather than the more cumber-
some {i, j}, but they are still unordered! That is, when referring to an edge,
there is no difference between (i, j) and (j, i).

A graph G can be encoded by a symmetric n ⇥ n matrix, called its
adjacency matrix AG, which is defined as:

(AG)ij =

⇢

1 if (i, j) 2 E,
0 if (i, j) /2 E.

When the graph G is understood, we may simply write A.
While the adjacency matrix AG is a natural matrix to associate to a

graph G, it is more useful to study operators on graphs. One such opera-
tor, which is probably the most natural, is the diffusion operator associated
to a graph. To construct this operator, let DG be the diagonal matrix in
which (DG)ii is the degree of vertex i, i.e.,

(DG)ij =

⇢

Â`(AG)i` if i = j,
0 if i 6= j.

We then define the diffusion operator PG associated to G as:

PG = D�1
G AG.

Notice that the row sums of PG are all one. Thus this matrix describes the
behavior of random walks over the graph G. In particular, (PG)ij is the
probability of walking from vertex i to vertex j in one step. Taking powers
of PG runs the walk forward, so that (Pt

G)ij is the probability of walking
from vertex i to vertex j in t steps. If v 2 Rn is a column vector giving
the probability distribution that some particle is at each vertex (so v[i] � 0
and Ân

i=1 v[i] = 1), and then the particle moves to a random neighbor from
its present location, then PT

Gv (where PT
G is the transpose of PG) is the new

probability distribution of the particle.
Another natural (and as we shall see later, related) operator on G is

the graph Laplacian LG, which is defined as:

LG = DG � AG.
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Given a function v : V ! R on the vertices, which is simply a column
vector v 2 Rn, the Laplacian quadratic form is:

vTLGv = Â
(i,j)2E

(v[i]� v[j])2.

The Laplacian quadratic form measures the smoothness of the function v
over the graph G; it will be small if v does not jump too much over any
edge.

8.1.3 Eigenvectors and spectral embeddings

We are going to study graphs by computing the eigenvectors of PG, LG
and related operators. To show why this may be useful, let’s look at some
examples of graphs and compute the eigenvectors of LG.

Our first example is rather simple. Consider the line graph G on four
vertices: V = {1, 2, 3, 4} and E = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)}. Here is a picture of
this graph and its graph Laplacian:

Now let’s compute an eigenvector of LG. Notice that the vector v =
(1, 1, 1, 1)T is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 0; in fact, the constant vector
is always an eigenvector of the graph Laplacian with eigenvalue 0. But
this constant eigenvector is not too interesting, so let’s compute the next
one:

As the left side of the above figure shows, it is important to think of vec-
tors, and in particular eigenvectors, as functions on the graph that map the
vertices into the real numbers. Now let’s compute the third eigenvector of
LG:
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Let’s label these eigenvectors:

v0 = (1, 1, 1, 1)T,
v1 = (0.653, 0.271,�0.271,�0.653)T,
v2 = (0.5,�0.5,�0.5, 0.5)T.

The eigenvectors v1, v2 give an embedding of the graph G into R2 by
mapping vertex i to the point (v1[i], v2[i]). If we then also fill in the edges,
we get the picture in Figure 19, which looks like a line, only bent. But it
is correct otherwise.

Figure 19: Eigenvector embedding of the line graph.

Now let’s look at a more complicated example. Here’s the airfoil graph
in Figure 20(a). It’s spectral embedding from the graph Laplacian is in
Figure 20(b). Not bad!

Here is another example. Consider a regular dodecahedron as in Fig-
ure 21(a). Its spectral embedding into two dimensions is given in Figure
21(b). You will notice it looks squished. Indeed, not all graphs are meant
to be embedded into two dimensions (those that are, are called planar
graphs). For this particular example, the smallest non-zero eigenvalue
of the graph Laplacian has multiplicity three, so we cannot reasonably
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(a) Original airfoil graph

(b) Spectral embedding of airfoil graph

Figure 20: Airfoil graph and its embedding
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choose two eigenvectors. When we take all three, we get the embedding
in Figure 21(c) which looks perfect!

(a) Regular dodecahedron

(b) 2D spectral embedding of dodecahedron (c) 3D spectral embedding of dodecahedron

Figure 21: Regular dodecahedron and embeddings

For our last (introductory) example, we appeal to the graph of a phys-
ical system. Let’s return to the path graph on n vertices. For n large
enough, we can think of this graph as a discretization of a string; see
Figure 22(a). Thus its Laplacian eigenvectors are discretizations of the
string’s fundamental modes of vibration, which are sine and cosine wave-
forms oscillating at different frequencies; see Figure 22(b)! We’ll make this
link between graphs and geometrical objects (like the string) more precise
when we study manifold learning.
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(a) Path graph as a discretization of a string

(b) Laplacian eigenvectors of the path graph

Figure 22: Path graph and its graph Laplacian eigenvectors
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